Transportation Commission Meeting Minutes

May 15th, 2019


The meeting was called to order at 3:00PM. The March minutes were approved as presented. (There was no April meeting.)

The South Fork Commuter Connection service was discussed. April ticket sales were up significantly over March. Ticket sales reports for both the SFCC service and the non SFCC LIRR trips are being provided by the LIRR.

M. Lieberman advised that the Town will soon formally accept the TAP grant funds for the Hampton Bays bike route/lane/path proposal. This will be done via a Town Board resolution.

There was some discussion of the budget for this project and how the projected costs break down. A copy of the proposed plan and budget will be provided at the June meeting.

The NYS DOT has not yet contacted the Town to arrange an initial meeting as required. The Town will reach out to the DOT.

The County bike share program will apparently not move forward this season. Whether or not to now pursue a similar program with a local company will be considered.

Discussion of the status of the unimproved roads program was postponed.

Work on the Bridgehampton Traffic Safety project is continuing, with the only update since March being that some improvements may be implemented in July or August. No work along the Main St. corridor will take place during the summer as it would be too disruptive.

The proposed Flanders bus shelter was discussed. The Town may take over the project from the County in order to have the “Southampton” model shelter installed.

The members approved the draft of the Commission Annual Report to the Town Board. It will now be sent to the Board.

The next Commission meeting is scheduled for June 19th, 2019 from 3-5PM in the Lower Level Meeting Room.